
IT’S ABOUT CULTURE
Re-thinking 
engagement in

Boulder







BRIEF HISTORY

2016: City Council, amid increasing concerns 

about community engagement, established a 

Public Participation Working Group to assess the 

city’s practices and develop recommendations 

Summer 2017: Group came out with its report



KEY RECOMMENDATIONS:

1. Change the culture around engagement

• City processes needed to change, but more importantly, the
city needed to recommit to the concept that public participation 
leads to better decision-making; lean into what’s scary

• The community needed to show up differently and with more 
realistic expectations about factors local government needs to 
consider, including more diversity in perspectives



KEY RECOMMENDATIONS:

2. Create a clear and 

consistent decision-

making process

• Be transparent about the
steps

• Show where in the process 
engagement will play a role



KEY RECOMMENDATIONS:

3. Resource the work!

•Boulder’s approach is a hybrid: small centralized, 
best practices coaching team, which lives in the 
City Manager’s Office

•25 departmental liaisons – key to ensuring 
continuity and shared learning through 
organization 



CENTRAL TEAM’S KEY FUNCTIONS

SERVICE DELIVERY

▪ Help project teams plan and in some 
cases, implement engagement consistent 
with 6 strategies

▪ Create processes and platforms that 
support the public’s ability to 
participate

▪ Build relationships and trust with 
organizational partners, to be 
leveraged by departments

CAPACITY BUILDING

▪ Create 3T’s (training, toolkits, 
templates) to be used across the 
organization

▪ Develop skills and maximize 
involvement of Engagement 
Coordination Committee members

▪ Identify and share professional 
development opportunities



▪ Outlined the city’s commitment

▪ Defined core values

▪ Explained engagement spectrum

▪ Established staffing structure

▪ Identified six strategies for success

▪ Sought to manage expectations about outcomes

The team uses a staff-created document as its 

touchstone:





SIX STRATEGIES FOR SUCCESS

Learn together
Help people 
know what to 

expect

Cultivate 
respectful and 

inclusive 
relationships

Be transparent
Use the

right tools
Evaluate and 

evolve



So what does this look

like in our community?







MEASURING OUR PROGRESS





PROGRAMMATIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS

 Strengthened and developed new relationships with partners to reach 

less connected communities; identified and began addressing 

language/equity gaps

 Supported city’s first six Community Connectors; now onboarding five 

new connectors

 Created an in-house curriculum and trained 30 city employees in 

engagement culture and planning best practices



PROGRAMMATIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS, PART 2

▪Created a toolkit with templates, how-to sheets and checklists

▪ Launched two online tools: Be Heard Boulder and City Text Boulder

▪ Piloted more informal ways to interact with council 

▪ Established key indicators for measuring progress, collected baseline 

data, and developed a preliminary system for gathering both 

quantitative and qualitative feedback about our engagement 

program



HOW DO WE KNOW HOW WE’RE DOING?

People who participate feel heard Engagement is inclusive



• 2018 Community Survey data: several measures of trust in government 

and processes improved

• Qualitative feedback from community members and council members

• Post-process evaluations with consistent questions – mostly high marks

• Starting to see new faces/first-time participants

• Recognition by professional associations who do this work

KEY INDICATORS



This is a continuing journey for us.

I’m happy to take questions, think through challenges, 

and learn from each other.

Sarah Huntley, engagement manager, City of Boulder

huntleys@bouldercolorado.gov

720-564-2111

mailto:huntleys@bouldercolorado.gov

